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1.

Introduction

1.1.

Winton Property Limited proposes to establish a retirement village on the northern part of the
Northlake subdivision (‘the site’). The proposal is for 100 residential units for independent
living plus 36 care pods plus a ‘clubhouse’ (community facilities incorporating a café, swimming
pool, gym and fitness studio). These facilities will only be open to residents of the retirement
village and their guests.

1.2.

This Transportation Assessment sets out a detailed analysis of the transportation issues
associated with the proposed development including changes in travel patterns that are likely
to arise. Where potential adverse effects are identified, ways in which these can be mitigated
are set out.

1.3.

This report is cognisant of the guidance specified in the New Zealand Transport Agency’s
‘Integrated Transport Assessment Guidelines’ and although travel by private motor vehicle is
addressed within this report, in accordance with best practice the importance of other transport
modes is also recognised including walking, cycling and public transport as appropriate.
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2.

Executive Summary

2.1.

Winton Property Limited proposes to establish a retirement village on the northern part of the
Northlake subdivision (‘the site’). The proposal is for 100 residential units for independent
living plus 36 care pods plus a ‘clubhouse’ (community facilities incorporating a café, swimming
pool, gym and fitness studio). These facilities will only be open to residents of the retirement
village and their guests.

2.2.

The area occupied by the proposed development is anticipated to accommodate 41 residential
lots in total under current zonings.

2.3.

The key transportation matters for consideration are the safety and efficiency of the roading
network.

2.4.

In assessing the transport and traffic effects of the development, regard has been given to:














New Zealand Transport Agency’s ‘Integrated Transport Assessment Guidelines’;
The Operative and Proposed District Plans of Queenstown Lakes District Council;
The ‘MobileRoad’ website;
Plan Change 45 documentation and analyses;
The NZTA Crash Analysis System;
Austroads Guide to Traffic Management Part 3 (‘Traffic Studies and Analysis’);
Trips and Parking Database;
Resource consent applications for Queenstown Country Club and Arrowtown Lifestyle
Retirement Village;
Sidra Intersection User Manual;
New Zealand Transport Agency’s ‘Code of Practice for Temporary Traffic Management;
Queenstown Lakes District Council ‘Code of Practice for Subdivision’;
Building Act; and
Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment Acceptable Solution D1/AS1 to the
Building Act.

2.5.

This report identifies, evaluates and assesses the various transport and access elements of
the proposed retirement village and ancillary facilities. Overall, it is considered that the traffic
generated by the development can be accommodated both within the development and on the
adjacent roading network without capacity or efficiency issues arising. Changes in queuing
and delay at intersections will be negligible when compared to the anticipated level of
development across the site.

2.6.

The crash history in the vicinity of the site does not indicate that there would be any adverse
safety effects from the proposal.

2.7.

The proposed site layout has non-compliances with several transportation Site Standards of
the Operative District Plan and Rules of the Proposed District Plan. However, in each case it
is considered that these non-compliances would give rise to adverse effects that are less than
minor.

2.8.

Overall, the proposed development is expected to give rise to adverse transportation-related
effects that are less than minor. It can therefore be supported from a traffic and transportation
perspective and it is considered that there are no traffic and transportation reasons why
consent could not be granted.
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3.

Site Overview

3.1.

Location
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3.1.1. The development site is located within the Northlake residential development, on the
southwestern side of Outlet Road, around 3.2km northeast of Wanaka town centre. For
context, the general location of the site in respect of the local area is shown in Figure 1 and
the location is shown in more detail in Figure 2.

Site

N

Lake
Wanaka

Wanaka

Figure 1: General Location of Development Site
Outlet
Road

N

Cairnmuir
Street
Lindis
Road
Cottlesbrook
Street

Site
Malvern
Road

Northlake
Drive
Figure 2: Aerial Photograph of Development Site and Environs
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3.2.
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Road Hierarchy

3.2.1. The site has access onto Malvern Road, Lindis Road and Cottlesbrook Street (which are not
yet constructed) towards the southeast, and Outlet Road which runs along the full frontage of
the site towards the north.
3.2.2. The full length of Outlet Road (from Aubrey Road to the end of the road) is a Local Road under
the Operative District Plan. However, under the Proposed District Plan, the section of Outlet
Road from Aubrey Road to the “end of the seal” (which is located at Mt Burke Street, around
375m east of the Outlet Road / Lindis Road intersection) is to be reclassified as a Collector
Road.
3.2.3. All other roads in the immediate vicinity are Local Roads.
3.2.4. Under both versions of the District Plan, Local Roads have a function of providing property
access and Collector Roads provide for an element of through traffic as well as providing direct
property access.
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Current Transportation Networks

4.1.

Roading Network
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4.1.1. Outlet Road adjacent to the site is presently unsealed and therefore as part of this proposal, it
will be upgraded. As part of previous (recent) resource consents, the easternmost part of
Outlet Road has been improved to provide a sealed carriageway width of 6.4m, with shoulders
of 1.0m (0.5m sealed and 0.5m metalled). It is proposed to adopt the same cross-section for
Outlet Road for the upgraded section.
4.1.2. This cross-section does not meet the Council’s Code of Practice for Subdivision. However,
because the non-standard cross-section has recently been consented, it is considered
appropriate that it is used for the section proposed to be upgraded, which will ensure that
drivers have a consistent roading environment over the whole length of the road.
4.1.3. For clarity, this report only considers the situation with the improved road in place.

Photograph 1: Existing Formation of Outlet Road Adjacent to Site

Photograph 2: Existing Formation of Eastern Section of Outlet Road
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4.1.4. Outlet Road has a largely flat alignment and comprises of two straight sections connected by
a curve, around 550m east of the Outlet Road / Lindis Road intersection. The curve has a
35km/h advisory speed limit. There is a footpath of 2.0m width on the western (site) side of the
currently-improved section which will be extended to run along the southern side of the road
in due course (at the time of writing, this was under construction).
4.1.5. Further south, Outlet Road meets Aubrey Road at a priority (‘stop’) intersection. The
intersection has an auxiliary right-turn and left-turn lane, with good sight distances in each
direction.

Photograph 3: Aubrey Road / Outlet Road Intersection

4.1.6. Aubrey Road has a 60km/h speed limit and has the same cross-section as Outlet Road, with
traffic lanes comprising a total of 6.4m, plus 0.5m sealed and 0.5m metalled shoulders in
places.

Photograph 4: Typical Cross-Section of Aubrey Road
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4.1.7. When constructed, Lindis Road, Malvern Road, Cottlesbrook Street and Cairnmuir Street will
typically have a 6.8m wide carriageway with footpaths of 1.5m on either side, and with onstreet parking provided associated with residential development fronting the roads.
4.2.

Walking and Cycling

4.2.1. The roads within the Northlake subdivision have footpaths on each side, but on the eastern
section of Outlet Road, only one footpath is provided. It is proposed that only one footpath will
be provided on the upgraded section of Outlet Road.
4.3.

Public Transport

4.3.1. There are presently no scheduled public transport services that operate within Wanaka and
there are currently no plans for any services in the immediate future. However, the geometry
of Outlet Road and Northlake Drive has been designed to allow for the movement of a bus.
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Current and Confirmed Future Transportation Patterns

5.1.

Existing Traffic Flows
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5.1.1. The MobileRoad website records traffic count data throughout the country. This shows that in
2019, Outlet Road in the vicinity of the site carried approximately 330 vehicles per day (twoway). It is likely that the daily movements will comprise in part, recreational traffic associated
with accessing the river mouth towards the west, and in part associated with construction
traffic. As the peak hour traffic flows on a road are typically around 10-15% of the daily
volumes, this suggests that at peak times, this section of Outlet Road currently carries 35 to
50 vehicles per hour (two-way).
5.1.2. Although there have been no formal assessments of the traffic volumes using the internal
roading network within the Northlake subdivision, the number of residences served indicates
that Lindis Road, Malvern Road and Cottlesbrook Street will be lightly trafficked, with peak
hour traffic volumes of 10-20 vehicles (two-way) close to the site, increasing to around 50
vehicle movements per hour (two-way) further to the south and east.
5.1.3. The MobileRoad website also shows that Aubrey Road carries 2,400 vehicles per day,
indicating a peak hour flow of around 240 to 360 vehicle movements (two-way).
5.1.4. One aspect of the wider roading network within Northlake is that traffic flows are not just
associated with those living in the subdivision but are also currently affected by the presence
of construction traffic. Consequently, it is not possible to undertake any traffic surveys to
ascertain the traffic flows on each road because the volumes will be different once construction
is complete. In view of this, the approach taken in this report is not to assess absolute values
for queues and delays at intersections, but rather, to compare the changes between the
scenario with the consented scale and nature of development and the proposed scenario with
the retirement village.
5.1.5. The intersection that is most likely to be affected by any change in traffic flow is the priority
intersection where Outlet Road joins Aubrey Road. Previous assessments of the traffic flows
expected at this location under the full extent of development permitted within Northlake have
identified the following traffic flows:

Figure 3: Traffic Flows Expected at Completion of Northlake Subdivision

5.1.6. The performance of this intersection has been modelled using the computer software package
Sidra Intersection and the results are set out below.
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Morning Peak Hour
Road and Movement
Aubrey Road
(east)
Outlet Road
(north)
Aubrey Road
(west)
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Evening Peak Hour

Avg Delay
(secs)

95 %ile
Queue (veh)

Level of
Service

Avg Delay
(secs)

95 %ile
Queue (veh)

Level of
Service

R

6.2

0

A

6.7

0

A

L

8.0

0

A

8.2

0

A

R

10.0

1

B

10.4

1

B

L

5.6

0

A

5.6

0

A

Table 1: Performance of the Aubrey Road / Outlet Road Intersection (Under Current Zoning)

5.1.7. Under the full extent of development permitted within Northlake, this intersection provides a
good level of service1 with low queues and delays.
5.2.

Existing Volumes of Non-Car Modes of Travel

5.2.1. Given that the area immediately adjacent to the development site is largely undeveloped, it
can reasonably be expected that pedestrians and cyclists will be infrequent road users.
Informal observations did not identify any walking or cycling movements along this section of
Outlet Road.
5.2.2. However, as the area becomes more developed in accordance with its underlying zoning,
there will likely be an increase in walking and cycling. To that end, Outlet Road and the Local
Roads within the Northlake subdivision include footpaths and where cyclist volumes are
expected to be greatest, off-road cycling routes.
5.3.

Existing Road Safety Record

5.3.1. The NZTA Crash Analysis System has been used to establish the location and nature of the
recorded traffic crashes in the vicinity of the development site. Since the Northlake subdivision
has only recently been developed, a wider area has been included within the search than
would typically be the case for an established subdivision. Therefore, the full length of Outlet
Road has been assessed (including the intersection with Aubrey Road) plus the whole of the
Northlake subdivision, for the past ten years. However, no crashes have been recorded.

1

Level of Service A is the best available and is defined by the Austroads Guide to Traffic Management
Part 3 (‘Traffic Studies and Analysis’) as being a delay of up to 10 seconds. Level of Service B is the
second-best available and is defined by the same Austroads Guide as being a delay of 10 to 15 seconds.
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6.

Proposal

6.1.

The proposed retirement village will accommodate all stages of aging. From a transportation
perspective, the key facilities and activities proposed are as follows:





100 residential units for independent living, comprising 1, 2 or 3 bedrooms;
A care pod building with 36 specialist care units and communal kitchen, dining and living
areas, medical storage space and staff facilities;
A main entry building with offices, staff room, kitchen, and back of house facilities for
administration purposes;
A Clubhouse and Amenity building for social and active recreation, including:
o a lounge bar and kitchen;
o a yoga room;
o a gym;
o a swimming pool and spa;
o reception area, toilets, plant room, kitchens, back-of-house.

Figure 4: Overview of Proposed Site Layout (Extract from Three Sixty Architecture Drawing)

6.2.

The retirement village is divided into two parts. The northwestern part is located within the C2
Activity Area of the Northlake Structure Plan, which is bounded by Outlet Road and Lindis
Road, and contains 72 apartments plus the care pods and clubhouse. This part of the site has
one access onto Outlet Road and a secondary connection towards the southeast onto Lindis
Road. This results in a spine road which runs along the southwestern site boundary, which
connects directly to Lindis Road at its southern end and serves a communal car parking area
with 42 parking spaces at the northern end. The apartments are served by a series of
accessways that connect onto the eastern side of the spine road.

6.3.

The southeastern part of the site is within the D1 Activity Area of the Northlake Structure Plan
and has 28 apartments which are also served by accessways in a similar manner to the
apartments in the northwestern part. The accessways connect onto Malvern Road, Lindis
Road and Cairnmuir Street.

6.4.

Each of the individual apartments has car parking provided within garages. There are parking
spaces provided for visitors on the internal roading network also, with 12 spaces on Roads A
and B (in the northwestern area) plus 15 spaces on the accessways and a further 12 spaces
on the accessways within the southeastern area. Parking is discussed in more detail in Section
10 of this report.

6.5.

All roadways and accessways within the site will remain in the ownership of the operator (as
is usual within a retirement village), and rules will be implemented through ‘licenses to occupy’
around its use.
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Traffic Generation and Distribution

7.1.

Anticipated Development
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7.1.1. From the information provided, the southeastern part of the site can be developed for 26
individual residential lots, and the northwestern part of the site is zoned such that 15 large
residential lots are permitted, making 41 residential lots in total.
7.1.2. For consistency with the plan change request that facilitated the Northlake subdivision, a peak
hour traffic generation rate of 0.9 vehicle movements per lot has been adopted. Therefore, the
baseline development would generate 37 vehicle movements in the peak hours.
7.1.3. The Council’s Code of Practice for Subdivision sets out that residential properties are to be
assessed as generating 8 vehicle movements per day per residence, and thus 280 vehicle
movements per day could be generated under the baseline development scenario.
7.2.

Traffic Generation of Proposed Development

7.2.1. Based on the traffic generation characteristics of other retirement villages, including the
recently consented Queenstown Country Club, it is anticipated that the independent living
apartments will each generate 2.6 vehicle movements per day (allowing for both residents and
visitors). With a total of 100 apartments being proposed, this equates to 260 vehicle
movements per day (two-way). Of these, 40 vehicle movements will occur in the peak hours
(of the development).
7.2.2. The traffic generation of care beds is slightly lower than this, at 2.5 vehicle movements per
bed per day and 0.2 vehicle movements per bed in the peak hours.
7.2.3. The clubhouse will not be open to the public but there may be trips to the café made by friends
or relatives as part of a visit to those that live within the site. However, these trips are already
allowed for within the traffic generation of the apartments. Consequently, it is not considered
that the clubhouse will generate any additional trips on the roading network.
7.2.4. The overall traffic generation of the proposal and the development that could occurs as of right
is summarised below.

Type of Unit

Vehicle Movements
(Two-way)

Trip Rate Per Day

Size

Per Day

Peak Hour

Per Day

Peak Hour

Apartments

100 units

2.6 per unit

0.4 per unit

260

40

Care beds

36 beds

2.5 per bed

0.2 per bed

90

7

Clubhouse

n/a

-

-

-

-

Total Proposed

-

-

-

350

47

Permitted

41 residences

8 per residence

0.9 per residence

328

37

Net Increase

-

-

-

+22

+10

Table 2: Traffic Generation of Proposed Development

7.2.5. Standard trip rates are only reported for the ‘peak hour’ rather than determining what the peak
hour is (or put another way, trip rates for non-peak periods are not reported), which makes it
difficult to reliably confirm what the actual traffic generation will be in the prevailing peak hours
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on the external road network. It is commonly accepted that because retirement village
residents do not need to travel for employment or education, they have a high degree of
discretion about the timing of their trip and can therefore avoid the typical peak hours if they
choose2.
7.2.6. Further, some trips will be made wholly within Northlake subdivision, rather than being made
on the road network outside the subdivision.
7.2.7. The traffic generation of the retirement village has been added onto the existing morning and
evening peak hours, and no allowance has been made for internal trips. This approach ensures
a robust assessment of the roading network, and in practice, the effects will be less than
described.
7.3.

Trip Distribution of Proposed Development

7.3.1. It is considered that those living within the site and who have a high degree of personal mobility
will primarily travel into Wanaka, rather than other destinations in the Wakatipu Basin, because
this is the closest settlement. The same pattern of movement is likely for those visiting the
retirement village as they are most likely to live in the immediate environs of Wanaka.
Accordingly, this analysis has assumed that all external trips will be made via Outlet Road and
the Aubrey Road / Outlet Road intersection, with all vehicles arriving and departing towards
the west at the intersection.

2

For clarity, the majority of trips still relate to movements out of the residence in the morning, and the
majority of trips in the evening relate to people returning to their residence (because people must leave
home before returning).
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8.

Anticipated Effects on the Transportation Networks of Proposed
Development

8.1.

Changes to the Roading Network

8.1.1. The Aubrey Road / Outlet Road intersection has been re-modelled using the Sidra Intersection
computer program3 with the additional traffic arising from the proposed development, and the
results are summarised below.
Morning Peak Hour
Road and Movement
Aubrey Road
(east)
Outlet Road
(north)
Aubrey Road
(west)

Evening Peak Hour

Avg Delay
(secs)

95 %ile
Queue (veh)

Level of
Service

Avg Delay
(secs)

95 %ile
Queue (veh)

Level of
Service

R

6.2

0

A

6.8

0

A

L

8.0

0

A

8.2

0

A

R

10.1

1

B

10.5

1

B

L

5.6

0

A

5.6

0

A

Table 3: Performance of the Aubrey Road / Outlet Road Intersection (With Proposed Development)

8.1.2. As noted above, the current construction works being undertaken with Northlake means that
the existing traffic flows on the network do not reflect the traffic flows that will be present when
the subdivision is complete. Consequently, it is not the absolute values of the analysis that are
the most important but the change in values between the permitted baseline and proposed
scenarios.
8.1.3. The analysis shows that the changes arising from the proposed development are extremely
small, with at most an increase of 0.1 seconds per vehicle for the right-turn movement out of
Outlet Road. This result reflects the extent of increase of just 10 vehicles in the peak hours
that is proposed over and above the permitted baseline. As such, the change in traffic flows
and delays is likely to be imperceptible.
8.2.

Changes to Non-Car Modes of Travel

8.2.1. The development may result in increases in walking and cycling in the area, although this is
likely to be somewhat less than would arise if the site were to be development for standard
residences because there will be a greater number of residents of the retirement village with
mobility issues which make walking and cycling less practical. It is most likely these trips will
be made internally (to the commercial areas of Northlake) rather than further afield, due to the
distances to potential destinations. However, the existing infrastructure is easily able to
accommodate this.
8.2.2. The extent of development is not sufficient that a public transport service would be justified. In
practice, and in common with many other retirement villages, it is likely that the operator will
have its own minibus and run day trips to local facilities and attractions, which further reduces
demand for a scheduled service.

3

Sidra Intersection is a lane-based congestion modelling tool used by traffic engineers to assess
intersection capacity, level of service and performance
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Changes in Road Safety

8.3.1. The crash history in the vicinity of the site does not indicate that there are any particular
features or factors that would be affected by the proposed development. As set out previously,
the transportation networks within the site have been designed to meet current codes and
guidance, and therefore can be expected to function safely. The upgrade to Outlet Road meets
the standard agreed with the Council recently. Consequently, the increase in traffic flows
arising from the proposed development are not expected to result in any adverse road safety
effects arising.
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9.

Construction Traffic

9.1.

The construction of the retirement village will result in short-term changes to the traffic patterns
on the roads in the immediate area due to the presence of construction and contractor vehicles.
In that regard, the Code of Practice for Temporary Traffic Management (CoPTTM) applies.
CoPTTM has been developed by NZTA to “meet the statutory duty of road controlling
authorities to ensure so far as reasonably practical the safe and efficient operation of the
roading network under their authority”4. In this regard CoPTTM applies to “any activity that
varies the normal conditions of any road”5.

9.2.

In practice, this means that when a large construction activity is being undertaken and the
conditions of a road are expected to be different to their normal operation, then there is a
requirement to have a Construction Traffic Management Plan (CTMP) approved by the Council
before any construction vehicles can use the roads.

9.3.

A condition of consent is included in the draft set of conditions, prepared in support of the
application.

4
5

CoPTTM Preface, and s 353 of the Local Government Act 1974
CoPTTM Preface
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District Plan Matters

10.1.

Introduction
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10.1.1. The District Plan sets out a number of transportation-related requirements with which any
development is expected to comply. An assessment of the proposed development against
the site standards of the Operative District Plan and the rules of the Proposed District Plan
has been undertaken and the results are summarised below.
Site Standard

Compliance

Parking and Loading
14.2.4.1i

Minimum Parking Space Numbers

Complies

14.2.4.1ii

Parking Requirements in Frankton Flats Special Zone (B)

n/a

14.2.4.1iii

Parking requirements in Frankton Flats Special Zone (B)

n/a

14.2.4.1iv

Location and Availability of Parking Spaces

Complies

14.2.4.1v

Size of Parking Spaces

Complies

14.2.4.1vi

Parking Area and Access Design

Complies

14.2.4.1vii

Gradient of Car Parks

Complies

14.2.4.1viii

Car Spaces for People with Disabilities

Complies

14.2.4.1ix

Reverse Manoeuvring

14.2.4.1x

Residential Parking Spaces

14.2.4.1xi

Queuing

14.2.4.1xii

Set Down Areas

14.2.4.1xiii

Loading Areas

Complies

14.2.4.1xiv

Surface of Parking and Loading Areas

Complies

14.2.4.1xv

(Omitted in the District Plan)

14.2.4.1xvi

Landscaping

14.2.4.1xvii

Illumination

Complies

14.2.4.2i

Length of Vehicle Crossings

Complies

14.2.4.2ii

Design of Vehicle Crossings

Complies

14.2.4.2iii

Maximum Gradient for Vehicle Access

Complies

14.2.4.2iv

Minimum Sight Distances from Vehicle Access

Complies

14.2.4.2v

Maximum Number of Vehicle Crossings

Complies

14.2.4.2vi

Distances of Vehicle Crossings from Intersections

14.2.4.2vii

Service Stations

Does not comply
Complies
Does not comply
n/a

n/a
Not addressed in this report

Access

Does not comply
n/a

Table 4: Summary of Compliance with Site Standards of Operative District Plan
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Rule
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Compliance

Parking and Loading
29.5.1

Minimum Parking Requirements

Complies

29.5.2

Location and Availability of Parking Spaces

Complies

29.5.3

Size of Parking Spaces and Layout

Complies

29.5.4

Gradient of Car Parks

Complies

29.5.5

Mobility Parking Spaces

Complies

29.5.6

Drop Off / Pick Up

29.5.7

Reverse Manoeuvring

29.5.8

Residential Parking Space Design

29.5.9

Queuing

29.5.10

Loading Spaces

29.5.11

Surface of Parking Spaces, Parking Areas & Loading Spaces

Complies

29.5.12

Lighting of Parking Areas

Complies

29.5.13

Bicycle Parking and the Provision of Lockers & Showers

Complies

29.5.14

Access and Road Design

Complies

29.5.15

Width and Design of Vehicle Crossings – Urban Zones

Complies

29.5.16

Width and Design of Vehicle Crossings – Rural Zones

n/a

29.5.17

Maximum Gradient for Vehicle Access

Complies

29.5.18

Minimum Sight Distances from Vehicle Access on all Roads
other than State Highways

Complies

29.5.19

Minimum Sight Distances from Vehicle Access onto State
Highways

29.5.20

Maximum Number of Vehicle Crossings

29.5.21

Minimum Distance Between Vehicle Crossings onto State
Highways

29.5.22

Minimum Distances of Vehicle Crossings from Intersections

Does not comply

29.5.23

Minimum Distances of Vehicle Crossings from Intersections
onto State Highways

n/a

29.5.24

Service Stations

n/a

n/a
Does not comply
Complies
Does not comply
n/a

Access

n/a
Complies
n/a

Table 5: Summary of Compliance with Rules of Proposed District Plan

10.2.

Operative District Plan Part 14.2.4.1: Parking and Loading

10.2.1. Site Standard 14.2.4.1i: Minimum Parking Space Numbers
10.2.1.1. Site Standard 14.2.4.1i sets out parking ratios of 1 parking space per elderly persons housing
unit, and each apartment is provided with at least one parking space. In most instances, the
length of the accessway between the parking space and the internal roadways is sufficient
to accommodate a second vehicle.
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Examples of
Locations Where
A Second Vehicle
Could Park

Figure 5: Examples of Locations for Second Vehicle to Park (If Present)

10.2.1.2. A ratio of 1 parking space per 6 beds for visitors plus 1 parking space per 6 beds for staff is
required for the care pods aspect of the proposal, meaning that 12 spaces are required.
These parking spaces are provided in a parking area to the immediate northeast of the care
pods (as shown on Three Sixty Architecture drawing ‘Site Plan 01’ numbered RC.3.2).
10.2.1.3. This parking area also accommodates the parking demand associated with the clubhouse
building. This is encompassed within the definition of a retirement village in the District Plan,
and as set out above, will not generate any vehicle movements in itself. However it is possible
that some residents (or people visiting residents) will choose to drive to the clubhouse, and
therefore there may be a parking demand that is generated. Others will walk, cycle or use a
mobility scooter.
10.2.1.4. The District Plan defines the clubhouse as a ‘meeting place / entertainment facility’ and
therefore requires 1 parking space per 10sqm Public Floor Area. With around 460sqm PFA
provided, this would require 46 spaces. However, given the extent of non-car travel options,
and recognising that the facility is not open to the general public, demand for car parking will
be greatly reduced. A conservative reduction of 50% has been applied.
10.2.1.5. The parking area to the northeast of the care pods provides a total of 42 spaces. As 12 of
these are required for care pods, 30 spaces are available for the clubhouse, which will meet
the likely demand.
10.2.1.6. The plans also show additional parking provided for visitors to the apartments. These are not
required under the District Plan, although they will assist in reducing the extent of any parking
within the movement lanes of the internal roadways. In total 12 spaces are shown on Roads
A and B, with a further 15 spaces on the accessways within the northwestern area. There
are an additional 12 spaces on the accessways within the southeastern area.
10.2.2. Site Standard 14.2.4.1iv: Location and Availability of Parking Spaces
10.2.2.1. The car parking spaces are all independently accessible, as required by Site Standard
14.2.4.1iv.
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10.2.3. Site Standard 14.2.4.1v: Size of Parking Spaces
10.2.3.1. The standard spaces within the larger communal parking area are 2.5m wide, 5.0m long and
have an aisle of 8.0m. These dimensions are suitable for both Class 1 and Class 2 users.
These are also two mobility spaces within this area, which are 3.6m wide, 5.0m long and
have an aisle of 8/0m, again meeting the District Plan requirements.
10.2.3.2. The garages spaces within the apartments are discussed subsequently (as they are
residential spaces).
10.2.3.3. The parking spaces provided for visitors are not required under the District Plan, and
therefore do not need to adhere to this part of the Plan. For completeness however, the
spaces within the accessways are typically at least 2.5m wide, 5.0m and have an aisle of at
least 6.0m which means that they can be accessed by users albeit with several reversing
movements potentially being required.
10.2.4. Site Standard 14.2.4.1vi: Parking Area and Access Design
10.2.4.1. The plans show that the main roadway6 into the site from Outlet Road (Road A) and Lindis
Road (Road B), as well as the road into the main car park (Road C) will have:




5.7m carriageway (kerb face to kerb face);
2.5m footpaths on each side (on Road A, with one such footpath on Road B); and
A parking lane present over part of its width.

10.2.4.2. The carriageway width complies with the Council’s Code of Practice for roads serving
developments with 20 to 200 residences. The provision of two 1.5m wide footpaths on Road
A will provide good non-car connectivity to Outlet Road. The reduction to one footpath on
Road B is not expected to present any safety concerns or have any impact on traffic
difficulties due to the lack of development on the southwestern side of the road meaning that
the extent of usage of any footpath on the southwestern side would be negligible.
10.2.4.3. The parking spaces on the roads are shown at 6.1m long and 2.4m wide. The width is slightly
less than the Code of Practice indicates for indented parking (2.5m) but given that the Code
of Practice sets out that parking lanes can be 2.1m wide, the width proposed is greater than
required to accommodate a vehicle and the difference of 0.1m is not sufficient to affect the
use of the space (in fact it is unlikely to be perceptible).
10.2.4.4. Road B is relatively flat and straight, and therefore traffic calming devices will be installed at
approximately 75m intervals. Devices that create vertical movement in the vehicle passing
over them can be uncomfortable for the elderly, and so the measures proposed compromise
of a localised narrowing to a single traffic lane, where drivers have to slow down in the event
that a vehicle is travelling towards them. This approach has also been used in the Arrowtown
Lifestyle Retirement Village.
10.2.4.5. The individual accesses serving the clusters of apartments are shown with a 6m wide sealed
surface, which will be shared by both cars and pedestrians. In view of the low number of
vehicle movements on each accessway, it is considered that this approach is appropriate.
The proposed width of 6.0m does not comply with the Council’s Code of Practice which sets
out that widths between 5.7m and 7.2m are to be avoided due to the potential that drivers
may park on either side of the road and block it (section C3.3.1). However, adhering to the

6

As set out in Section 6, all internal roads will remain in private ownership
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Code of Practice in this instance means that the access would be narrower than the parking
aisle, which would be likely to introduce an adverse road safety effect.
10.2.4.6. It is intended that Outlet Road will form the primary route for the development, with the access
onto Lindis Road being a secondary route used mainly by those living in the units towards
the south of the site. In order to achieve this, the roading connection between the spine road
onto Lindis Road will be designed to discourage traffic, such as forming it as a vehicle
crossing rather than a standard ‘road’. The detailed design of this is to be undertaken at the
Engineering Approval stage.
10.2.5. Site Standard 14.2.4.1vii: Gradient of Car Parks
10.2.5.1. The maximum gradient requirements will be met.
10.2.6. Site Standard 14.2.4.1viii: Car Spaces for People with Disabilities
10.2.6.1. The development provides a mix of residential apartments and non-residential activities.
10.2.6.2. The overarching requirements for the provision of mobility spaces are set out in the Building
Act, which seeks to ensure that “buildings have attributes that contribute appropriately to the
health, physical independence, and well-being of the people who use them”. However, the
Building Act does not require the provision of access to residential properties for those with
mobility impairments but rather it only applies to facilities which are open to the public (which
is not the case for residential development).
10.2.6.3. In the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment Acceptable Solution D1/AS1, there
is no mention of the provision of parking areas for residential activities which are provided for
disabled drivers (only for public residences, which is not proposed here).
10.2.6.4. On this basis, it is not considered that the residential aspects of the development require
mobility parking.
10.2.6.5. For the non-residential uses (being the staff parking associated with the care pods, and the
clubhouse), the District Plan requires between 11 and 50 car parking spaces, and therefore
one mobility space is required. It is proposed to provide two mobility spaces.
10.2.6.6. Both mobility spaces are arranged in a manner that meets the requirement of the District
Plan site standard 14.2.4.1viii for them to be “as close as practicable” to the building entrance,
and users do not need to pass behind other spaces, so the layout will also meet the Building
Code.
10.2.7. Site Standard 14.2.4.1ix: Reverse Manoeuvring
10.2.7.1. Given the number of parking spaces provided, reversing to or from the frontage roads is not
permitted. The layout of each part of the site provides a through route such that there is no
requirement to reverse onto or from the frontage roads.
10.2.7.2. Under Site Standard 14.2.4.1ix there is also a requirement that only one reverse movement
is permitted when a vehicle enters and exits a required parking space. From previous
commissions, the Council applies this as allowing for one reverse movement on entry (and
no reversing on exit) or one reverse movement on exit (but not entry) but not both.
10.2.7.3. The dimensions of the required spaces meet the District Plan requirements and therefore the
requirement for only one reverse manoeuvre will be met. However, there are a number of
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apartments where part of the building will restrict the path of the turning vehicle (such as at
Apartments 3 and 5) and a second reverse movement will be required on entry. In each
case, the apartments are well within the site and therefore the additional movement will not
present any obstruction to passing traffic (and in practice it is common for many drivers not
to perfectly align their vehicle on entering a garage and have to undertake a second
‘straightening up’ movement).
10.2.8. Site Standard 14.2.4.1x: Residential Parking Spaces
10.2.8.1. The residential parking spaces are provided within garages that are 3.1m wide, 5.8m long
and have a garage door width of 2.6m. The aisle width provided is a minimum of 6m, and in
most cases, greater than this. The standard ‘design vehicle’ can therefore be accommodated.
10.2.9. Site Standard 14.2.4.1xi: Queuing
10.2.9.1. The internal roadways will be retained in private ownership as set out in Section 6 above,
and therefore the queuing space requirements only apply to the frontages on the public
roading network.
10.2.9.2. Within the northwestern area, there are a total of 141 parking spaces, and access is gained
from Outlet Road and Malvern Road. Anticipating that Outlet Road provides the primary
access, then it would be reasonable for the purposes of assessment to allow for around two
thirds of spaces to be served by Outlet Road with one third by Malvern Road, meaning that
queuing space of 18m is required at the former and 12m is required at the latter. These are
achieved.
10.2.9.3. For the southeastern area, there are several areas served by various accesses:




Apartments 73 to 92: 26 spaces and 2 accesses, so 6m required at each:
o Access onto Cairnmuir Street: 6m provided
o Access to Lindis Road: 5m provided
Apartments 93 to 100: 14 spaces and 2 accesses, so 6m required at each:
o Eastern access onto Malvern Road: 1m provided
o Western access onto Malvern Road: 1m provided

10.2.9.4. These parking areas solely serve residential development, meaning that traffic volumes will
be tidal (exiting the site in the morning and entering the site in the evening). Consequently,
there is a greatly reduced potential for an incoming vehicle to be obstructed by a vehicle that
is exiting a space to leave the parking area. Further, in each case there is a distance of 6m
available between the potential point of conflict and the edge of the nearest traffic lane, such
that if a vehicle was to encounter another manoeuvring vehicle, then through traffic passing
the site would not be obstructed. Finally, as noted above, traffic flows on the frontage roads
in this area will be very low.
10.2.9.5. Overall, the potential for an inbound car to have to wait for an exiting vehicle at the same
time as another vehicle travels past on the frontage road is extremely low and consequently
the reduced queuing space can be supported.
10.2.10. Site Standard 14.2.4.1xiii: Loading Areas
10.2.10.1. Due to the zoning of the site, no loading facilities are required for the activity under Site
Standard 14.2.4.1xiii. However, a loading area will be provided towards the rear of the care
pods and clubhouse. This area includes a turning head which means that trucks of up to 8m
can turn within the site without the need to reverse.
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10.2.11. Site Standard 14.2.4.1xiv: Surface of Parking and Loading Areas
10.2.11.1. The areas used by vehicles will be constructed with a sealed surface.
10.2.12. Site Standard 14.2.4.1xvii: Illumination
10.2.12.1. All car parking areas serving non-residential activities will be illuminated as required under
Site Standard 14.2.4.1xii.
10.3.

Operative District Plan Part 14.2.4.2: Access

10.3.1. Site Standard 14.2.4.2i: Length of Vehicle Crossings
10.3.1.1. Each of the vehicle crossings onto the frontage roads will be 6m wide, as required.
10.3.1.2. The Outlet Road vehicle crossing is formed as an intersection rather than a typical vehicle
crossing. As this is intended to form the main access into the site, this approach is considered
appropriate (and is the same as for other vehicle crossings that also provide a main access).
10.3.2. Site Standard 14.2.4.2ii: Design of Vehicle Crossings
10.3.2.1. All vehicle crossings must cross the property boundary at 90 degrees (plus or minus 15
degrees), and intersection the carriageway at 45 degrees to 90 degrees. These requirements
are achieved.
10.3.3. Site Standard 14.2.4.2iii: Maximum Gradient for Vehicle Access
10.3.3.1. The gradients of the vehicle accesses will comply with the maximum permissible gradient of
1 in 6.
10.3.4. Site Standard 14.2.4.2iv: Minimum Sight Distances from Vehicle Access
10.3.4.1. The frontage roads of Malvern Road, Cairnmuir Street and Lindis Road will all have operating
speeds of 40km/h, with Outlet Road anticipated to have a 50km/h speed limit when upgraded.
Interpolating Table 3 of Site Standard 14.2.4.2iv, a speed of 40km/h requires a 34m sight
distance for residential property.
10.3.4.2. At the Outlet Road vehicle crossing, the sight distance is constrained by the road geometry
towards the northwest, where the road descends. Based on the information provided, the
sightline in this direction is in the order of 60m, which achieves the requirement (60m is
appropriate for a vehicle speed of around 57km/h).
10.3.4.3. At the vehicle crossings onto the remaining roads of Malvern Road, Cairnmuir Street and
Lindis Road, a sight distance of at least 34m is provided in each direction.
10.3.4.4. Within the site itself, the roadways are expected to have a slow-speed environment but
irrespective, at least 34m is achieved where the accessways meet the roadways which meets
the expected sight distance for a road subject to a 40km/h operating speed.
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10.3.5. Site Standard 14.2.4.2v: Maximum Number of Vehicle Crossings
10.3.5.1. The northwestern area of the site has one crossing onto Outlet Road and one onto Lindis
Road, as permitted.
10.3.5.2. At the southeastern area, Apartments 73 to 92 have one vehicle crossing onto Lindis Road
and one onto Cairnmuir Street. Apartments 93 to 100 have two vehicle crossings onto
Malvern Road, and in view of the frontage being over 70m, this is permitted.
10.3.6. Site Standard 14.2.4.1vi: Distances of Vehicle Crossings from Intersections
10.3.6.1. Given that the roads around the site are all Local Roads, any vehicle crossing must be 25m
from the nearest intersection. This is achieved at all locations other than at the eastern
vehicle crossing to Apartments 93-100, where the separation from the Malvern Road /
Cottlesbrook Street intersection is 11m, and at the Road B vehicle crossing onto Lindis Road,
which aligns with the Lindis Road / Malvern Road intersection and means the separation
distance is zero.
10.3.6.2. As noted previously, traffic flows on this part of the roading network are extremely low (and
will remain so even at full development of Northlake, because the site is located at the
boundary of the subdivision), and the location of the site means that the roads carry very little
through traffic. The arrangement of the site also means that vehicles will only exit the vehicle
crossings in a forward direction, which affords the driver excellent visibility of any
approaching vehicles on the frontage roads. Finally, the accesses are on the opposite side
of the road to the minor approach of the intersection, meaning that there will be no driver
confusion about where vehicles are turning.
10.3.6.3. These factors all provide mitigation for the reduced distances and therefore the arrangement
can be supported.
10.4.

Summary of Compliance with Operative District Plan

10.4.1. The proposed site layout generally complies with the transportation requirements of the
Operative District Plan, other than in respect the following:






Site Standard 14.2.4.1ix: Reverse Manoeuvring
o There are a number of apartments where part of the building will restrict the path
of the turning vehicle and a second reverse movement will be required, but the
locations are well within the site and will not present any obstruction to passing
traffic.
Site Standard 14.2.4.1xi: Queuing
o For the southeastern area, there are queuing space shortfalls at the four vehicle
crossings, but the potential for one vehicle to meet another is low due to the low
traffic generation of the development and the low volumes of passing traffic.
Site Standard 14.2.4.1vi: Distances of Vehicle Crossings from Intersections
o There are shortfalls in the separation distance at the eastern vehicle crossing to
Apartments 93-100, and at the Road B vehicle crossing onto Lindis Road. However
the traffic volumes passing the site are low, there is an absence of through traffic,
and the accesses are on the opposite side of the road to the minor approach of the
intersection (meaning that there will be no driver confusion about where vehicles
are turning).
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10.4.2. It is considered that these non-compliances would give rise to adverse effects that are less
than minor.
10.5.

Proposed District Plan Chapter 29: Activities

10.5.1. Rule 29.4.11 High Traffic Generating Activities
10.5.1.1. The proposal is for a retirement village. It is therefore not specified as an activity within this
rule and therefore reverts to an assessment of the extent of traffic generation. As shown in
Section 7 above, the site will not generate more than 50 vehicle movements in the peak hour
and thus is not classified as a High Traffic Generator.
10.6.

Proposed District Plan Chapter 29: Parking and Loading

10.6.1. Rule 29.5.1 Minimum Parking Requirements
10.6.1.1. The District Plan sets out parking ratios of 1 parking space per elderly persons housing unit,
and the plans show that each villa and serviced apartment is provided with at least one
parking space. In many instances the length of the accessway between the parking space
and the road is sufficient to accommodate a second vehicle as shown on Figure 5 above.
10.6.1.2. A ratio of 1 parking space per 5 beds for visitors plus 1 parking space per 5 beds for staff is
required for the care home aspect of the proposal, meaning that 14 spaces are required in
this instance. These parking spaces are provided in a parking area to the immediate
northeast of the care pods (as shown on Three Sixty Architecture drawing ‘Site Plan 01’
numbered RC.3.2).
10.6.1.3. This parking area also accommodates the parking demand associated with the clubhouse
building. This is encompassed within the definition of a retirement village in the District Plan,
and as set out above, will not generate any vehicle movements in itself. However it is possible
that some residents (or people visiting residents) will choose to drive to the clubhouse, and
therefore there may be a parking demand that is generated. Others will walk, cycle or use a
mobility scooter.
10.6.1.4. The District Plan defines the clubhouse as a ‘meeting place / entertainment facility’ and
therefore requires 1 parking space per 10sqm Public Floor Area. With around 460sqm PFA
provided, this would require 46 spaces. However, given the extent of non-car travel options,
and recognis9ing that the facility is not open to the general public, demand for car parking
will be greatly reduced. A conservative reduction of 50% has been applied.
10.6.1.5. The parking area to the northeast of the care pods provides a total of 42 spaces. As 12 of
these are required for care pods, 30 spaces are available for the clubhouse, which will meet
the likely demand.
10.6.1.6. The plans also show additional parking provided for visitors to the apartments. These are not
required under the District Plan, although they will assist in reducing the extent of any parking
within the movement lanes of the internal roadways. In total 12 spaces are shown on Roads
A and B, with a further 15 spaces on the accessways within the northwestern area. There
are an additional 12 spaces on the accessways within the southeastern area
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10.6.2. Rule 29.5.2: Location and Availability of Parking Spaces
10.6.2.1. The layout indicates that each space will be unobstructed and can be accessed
independently, and none are located within an access or other area used for other purposes.
All parking spaces are located on the development site itself.
10.6.3. Rule 29.5.3: Size of Parking Spaces and Layout
10.6.3.1. The standard spaces within the larger communal parking area are 2.5m wide, 5.0m long and
have an aisle of 8.0m. These dimensions are suitable for both Class 1 and Class 2 users.
These are also two mobility spaces within this area, which are 3.6m wide, 5.0m long and
have an aisle of 8/0m, again meeting the District Plan requirements.
10.6.3.2. The garages spaces within the apartments are discussed subsequently (as they are
residential spaces).
10.6.3.3. The parking spaces provided for visitors are not ‘required’ spaces under the District Plan,
and therefore do not need to adhere to this part of the Plan. For completeness however, the
spaces within the accessways are typically at least 2.5m wide, 5.0m and have an aisle of at
least 6.0m.
10.6.4. Rule 29.5.4: Gradient of Car Parks
10.6.4.1. The maximum gradient requirements will be met.
10.6.5. Rule 29.5.5: Mobility Parking Spaces
10.6.5.1. No mobility spaces are required for the residential aspects of the proposal.
10.6.5.2. For the non-residential uses (being the staff parking associated with the care pods, and the
clubhouse), the District Plan requires two mobility spaces and two spaces will be provided.
10.6.5.3. Both mobility spaces are arranged in a manner that meets the requirement under this rule
for them to be “as close as practicable” to the building entrance, and users do not need to
pass behind other spaces, so the layout will also meet the Building Code.
10.6.6. Rule 29.5.6: Drop Off / Pick Up
10.6.6.1. The proposed development does not include any activities that require a drop-off/pick-up
area.
10.6.7. Rule 29.5.7: Reverse Manoeuvring
10.6.7.1. Given the number of parking spaces provided, reversing to or from the frontage roads is not
permitted. The layout of each part of the site provides a through route such that there is no
requirement to reverse onto or from the frontage roads.
10.6.7.2. Under Rule 29.5.7 there is also a requirement that only one reverse movement is permitted
when a vehicle enters and exits a required parking space. From previous commissions, the
Council applies this as allowing for one reverse movement on entry (and no reversing on
exit) or one reverse movement on exit (but not entry) but not both.
10.6.7.3. The dimensions of the required spaces meet the District Plan requirements and therefore
this requirement will also be met. However, there are a number of apartments where part of
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the building will restrict the path of the turning vehicle (such as at Apartments 3 and 5) and a
second reverse movement will be required on entry. In each case, the apartments are well
within the site and therefore the additional movement will not present any obstruction to
passing traffic (and in practice it is common for many drivers not to perfectly align their vehicle
on entering a garage and have to undertake a second ‘straightening up’ movement).
10.6.8. Rule 29.5.8: Residential Parking Space Design
10.6.8.1. The residential parking spaces are provided within garages that are 3.1m wide, 5.8m long
and have a garage door width of 2.6m. The aisle width provided is a minimum of 6m, and in
most cases, greater than this. The standard ‘design vehicle’ can therefore be accommodated.
10.6.9. Rule 29.5.9: Queuing
10.6.9.1. The internal roadways will be retained in private ownership as set out in Section 6 above,
and therefore the queuing space requirements only apply to the frontages on the public
roading network.
10.6.9.2. Within the northwestern area, there are a total of 141 parking spaces, and access is gained
from Outlet Road and Malvern Road. Anticipating that Outlet Road provides the primary
access, then it would be reasonable for the purposes of assessment to allow for around two
thirds of spaces to be served by Outlet Road with one third by Malvern Road, meaning that
queuing space of 18m is required at the former and 12m is required at the latter. These are
achieved.
10.6.9.3. For the southeastern area, there are several areas served by various accesses:




Apartments 73 to 92: 26 spaces and 2 accesses, so 6m required at each:
o Access onto Cairnmuir Street: 6m provided
o Access to Lindis Road: 5m provided
Apartments 93 to 100: 14 spaces and 2 accesses, so 6m required at each:
o Eastern access onto Malvern Road: 1m provided
o Western access onto Malvern Road: 1m provided

10.6.9.4. These parking areas solely serve residential development, meaning that traffic volumes will
be tidal. Broadly, there will be a greater number of residents exiting the site in the morning
than entering, and vice versa in the afternoon and evening. Consequently, there is a greatly
reduced potential for an incoming vehicle to be obstructed by a vehicle that is exiting a space
to leave the parking area. Further, in each case there is a distance of 6m available between
the potential point of conflict and the edge of the nearest traffic lane, such that if a vehicle
was to encounter another manoeuvring vehicle, then through traffic passing the site would
not be obstructed. Finally, as noted above, traffic flows on the frontage roads in this area will
be very low.
10.6.9.5. Overall, then, the potential for an inbound car to have to wait for an exiting vehicle at the
same time as another vehicle travels past on the frontage road is extremely low and
consequently the reduced queuing space can be supported.
10.6.10. Rule 29.5.10: Loading Spaces
10.6.10.1. Due to the zoning of the site, no loading facilities are required for the activity under Rule
29.5.10. However, a loading area will be provided towards the rear of the care pods and
clubhouse. This area includes a turning head which means that trucks of up to 8m can turn
within the site without the need to reverse
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10.6.11. Rule 29.5.11: Surface of Parking Spaces, Parking Areas and Loading Spaces
10.6.11.1. The parking spaces will be formed, sealed and marked.
10.6.12. Rule 29.5.12: Lighting of Parking Areas
10.6.12.1. All car parking areas serving non-residential activities will be illuminated as required under
Rule 29.5.12.
10.6.13. Rule 29.5.13: Bicycle Parking and the Provision of Lockers and Showers
10.6.13.1. The District Plan requires cycle parking facilities at various types of activities. For the size
and nature of development proposed, the only activity requiring cycle parking is the
clubhouse, which requires cycle parking at rates of 2 spaces for the first 125sqm Public Floor
Area and 1 space for every 150sqm Public Floor Area for customers thereafter, but no spaces
for staff due to the small size.
10.6.13.2. The facility is 740sqm Public Floor Area meaning that 6 spaces are required for customers.
The drawings show 6 cycle parks located on the northern side of the clubhouse, close to the
parking for mobility scooters.
10.7.

Proposed District Plan Chapter 29: Access

10.7.1. Rule 29.5.14: Access and Road Design
10.7.1.1. The plans show that the main roadway7 into the site from Outlet Road (Road A) and Lindis
Road (Road B), as well as the road into the main car park (Road C) will have:




5.7m carriageway (kerb face to kerb face);
2.5m footpaths on each side (on Road A, with one such footpath on Road B); and
A parking lane present over part of its width.

10.7.1.2. The carriageway width complies with the Council’s Code of Practice for roads serving
developments with 20 to 200 residences. The provision of two 1.5m wide footpaths on Road
A will provide good non-car connectivity to Outlet Road. The reduction to one footpath on
Road B is not expected to present any safety concerns or have any impact on traffic
difficulties due to the lack of development on the southwestern side of the road meaning that
the extent of usage of any footpath on the southwestern side would be negligible.
10.7.1.3. The parking spaces on the roads are shown at 6.1m long and 2.4m wide. The width is slightly
less than the Code of Practice indicates for indented parking (2.5m) but given that the Code
of Practice sets out that parking lanes can be 2.1m wide, the width proposed is greater than
required to accommodate a vehicle and the difference of 0.1m is not sufficient to affect the
use of the space (in fact it is unlikely to be perceptible).
10.7.1.4. Road B is relatively flat and straight, and therefore traffic calming devices will be installed at
approximately 75m intervals. Devices that create vertical movement in the vehicle passing
over them can be uncomfortable for the elderly, and so the measures proposed compromise
of a localised narrowing to a single traffic lane, where drivers have to slow down in the event

7

As set out in Section 6, all internal roads will remain in private ownership
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that a vehicle is travelling towards them. This approach has also been used in the Arrowtown
Lifestyle Retirement Village.
10.7.1.5. The individual accesses serving the clusters of apartments are shown with a 6m wide sealed
surface, which will be shared by both cars and pedestrians. In view of the low number of
vehicle movements on each accessway, it is considered that this approach is appropriate.
The proposed width of 6.0m does not comply with the Council’s Code of Practice which sets
out that widths between 5.7m and 7.2m are to be avoided due to the potential that drivers
may park on either side of the road and block it (section C3.3.1). However, adhering to the
Code of Practice in this instance means that the access would be narrower than the parking
aisle, which would be likely to introduce an adverse road safety effect.
10.7.1.6. It is intended that Outlet Road will form the primary route for the development, with the access
onto Lindis Road being a secondary route used mainly by those living in the units towards
the south of the site. In order to achieve this, the roading connection between the spine road
onto Lindis Road will be designed to discourage traffic, such as forming it as a vehicle
crossing rather than a standard ‘road’. The detailed design of this is to be undertaken at the
Engineering Approval stage.
10.7.2. Rule 29.5.15: Width and Design of Vehicle Crossings – Urban Zones
10.7.2.1. Each of the vehicle crossings onto the frontage roads will be 6m wide, as required.
10.7.2.2. The Outlet Road vehicle crossing is formed as an intersection rather than a typical vehicle
crossing. As this is intended to form the main access into the site, this approach is considered
appropriate (and is the same as for other vehicle crossings that also provide a main access).
10.7.2.3. The accesses cross the property boundary at an angle of between 45 degrees and 90
degrees and intersect with the carriageway at an angle of 90 degrees plus or minus 15
degrees, as required. The residential accesses can be constructed to meet Diagram 7 of the
Proposed District Plan.
10.7.3. Rule 29.5.16: Width and Design of Vehicle Crossings – Rural Zones
10.7.3.1. The site is not within a Rural Zone.
10.7.4. Rule 29.5.17: Maximum Gradient for Vehicle Access
10.7.4.1. The gradients of the vehicle accesses will comply with the maximum permissible gradient of
1 in 6.
10.7.5. Rule 29.5.18: Minimum Sight Distances from Vehicle Access on all Roads other than State
Highways
10.7.5.1. The frontage roads will all have operating speeds of 40km/h, other than Outlet Road which
is anticipated to have a 50km/h speed limit when upgraded. Interpolating Table 3 of Site
Standard 14.2.4.2iv, a speed of 40km/h requires a 34m sight distance for residential property.
10.7.5.2. At the Outlet Road vehicle crossing, the sight distance is constrained by the road geometry
towards the northwest, where the road descends. Based on the information provided, the
sightline in this direction is in the order of 60m, which achieves the requirement (60m is
appropriate for a vehicle speed of around 57km/h).
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10.7.5.3. At the vehicle crossings onto the remaining roads, a sight distance of at least 34m is provided
in each direction.
10.7.5.4. Within the site itself, the roadways are expected to have a slow-speed environment but
irrespective, at least 34m is achieved where the accessways meet the roadways.
10.7.6. Rule 29.5.19: Minimum Sight Distances from Vehicle Access onto State Highways
10.7.6.1. The site does not have frontage onto a state highway.
10.7.7. Rule 29.5.20: Maximum Number of Vehicle Crossings
10.7.7.1. The northwestern area of the site has one crossing onto Outlet Road and one onto Lindis
Road, as permitted.
10.7.7.2. At the southeastern area, Apartments 73 to 92 have one vehicle crossing onto Lindis Road
and one onto Cairnmuir Street. Apartments 93 to 100 have two vehicle crossings onto
Malvern Road, and in view of the frontage being over 70m, this is permitted.
10.7.8. Rule 29.5.21: Minimum Distance Between Vehicle Crossings onto State Highways
10.7.8.1. The site does not have frontage onto a state highway.
10.7.9. Rule 29.5.22: Minimum Distances of Vehicle Crossings from Intersections
10.7.9.1. Given that the roads around the site are all Local Roads, any vehicle crossing must be 25m
from the nearest intersection. This is achieved at all locations other than at the eastern
vehicle crossing to Apartments 93-100, where the separation from the Malvern Road /
Cottlesbrook Street intersection is 11m, and at the Road B vehicle crossing onto Lindis Road,
which aligns with the Lindis Road / Malvern Road intersection and means the separation
distance is zero.
10.7.9.2. As noted previously, traffic flows on this part of the roading network are extremely low (and
will remain so even at full development of Northlake, because the site is located at the
boundary of the subdivision), and the location of the site means that the roads carry very little
through traffic. The arrangement of the site also means that vehicles will only exit the vehicle
crossings in a forward direction, which affords the driver excellent visibility of any
approaching vehicles on the frontage roads. Finally, the accesses are on the opposite side
of the road to the minor approach of the intersection, meaning that there will be no driver
confusion about where vehicles are turning.
10.7.9.3. These factors all provide mitigation for the reduced distances and therefore the arrangement
can be supported.
10.7.10. Rule 29.5.23: Minimum Distances of Vehicle Crossings from Intersections onto State
Highways
10.7.10.1. The site does not have frontage onto a state highway.
10.7.11. Rule 29.5.24: Service Stations
10.7.11.1. The proposed activity is not a service station.
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Summary of Compliance with Proposed District Plan

10.8.1. The proposed site layout generally complies with the transportation requirements of the
Proposed District Plan, other than in respect the following:






Rule 29.5.7: Reverse Manoeuvring
o There are a number of apartments where part of the building will restrict the path
of the turning vehicle and a second reverse movement will be required, but the
locations are well within the site and will not present any obstruction to passing
traffic.
Rule 29.5.9: Queuing
o For the southeastern area, there are queuing space shortfalls at the four vehicle
crossings, but the potential for one vehicle to meet another is low due to the low
traffic generation of the development and the low volumes of passing traffic.
Rule 29.5.22: Minimum Distances of Vehicle Crossings from Intersections
o There are shortfalls in the separation distance at the eastern vehicle crossing to
Apartments 93-100, and at the Road B vehicle crossing onto Lindis Road. However
the traffic volumes passing the site are low, there is an absence of through traffic,
and the accesses are on the opposite side of the road to the minor approach of the
intersection (meaning that there will be no driver confusion about where vehicles
are turning).

10.8.2. It is considered that these non-compliances would give rise to adverse effects that are less
than minor.
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11.

Conclusions

11.1.

This report has identified, evaluated and assessed the various transport and access elements
of the proposed retirement village. Overall, it is considered that the traffic generated by the
development can be accommodated on the adjacent roading network without capacity or
efficiency issues arising, and changes in queuing and delay are negligible when compared to
the permitted baseline development.

11.2.

The crash history in the vicinity of the site does not indicate that there would be any adverse
safety effects from the proposal.

11.3.

The proposed site layout has non-compliances with several transportation site standards of
the Operative District Plan and rules of the Proposed District Plan. However, in each case it
is considered that these non-compliances would give rise to adverse effects that are less than
minor.

11.4.

Overall, and subject to the preceding comments, the proposed development is expected to
give rise to adverse transportation-related effects that are less than minor. It can therefore be
supported from a traffic and transportation perspective and it is considered that there are no
traffic and transportation reasons why consent should not be granted.
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